
 

 
 

[Music] 

Female Voice: You are now listening to the IELTS podcast. Learn from tutors and ex-examiners               

who are masters of IELTS preparation. Your host, Ben Worthington. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

[Music] 

Ben: Making notes for IELTS Speaking Part 2. In this tutorial, we are going to look at three tips                   

for making notes in Part 2. We're going to look at what you need for a high band score and why                     

some students are stuck at 6.5. This will be valuable for you because we're going to look at                  

effective note-taking and this is going to improve your speaking performance. It will also help               
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you to deliver your talk because it will give you guidance on what to focus on and as I said, we're                     

going to look at reaching that elusive band 7. 

Before we jump into this, I want to just briefly describe what's the difference between these                

tutorials and our online course. Well, with these online tutorials, we focus on one part of the                 

exam. Now, with the course, what we do is we organize and crystallize the best of our                 

knowledge and we organize it into a structured path of tutorials for you to follow. 

Also, with the writing course, we have specific exercises in the course that you send in to us and                   

then we give you feedback on them just to make sure that you've understood it, that you've                 

implemented it, and that you are improving. Obviously as well, we notice the errors, we point out                 

the errors that you're making. We point out what's going well, what's going bad and it's all in a                   

structured process. 
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This way by organizing the information flow, it's easier to study because you can sit down and if                  

you've just got your essays back, then you can just look at the instructions and it's like okay I've                   

got to review my use of articles, irregular verbs, and then watch tutorial 4 on how to get ideas                   

and tutorial 5 on building paragraphs that flow. And then all you do is just watch those tutorials,                  

do a little bit of research regarding the grammar knowledge that you need-- watch those tutorials,                

do the research, write out the essays, send them in, and then in the meantime, you can work                  

through the next tutorials. It's as simple as that. 

Whereas these tutorials, these podcasts, these audio files that you are listening to now sometimes               

we offer exercises, but obviously we can't give you the feedback which is essential for fast                

improvement. Secondly, it's not as structured, so it's a little bit harder to follow and that's fine.                 

I'm not going to develop a whole series. In some cases, I do develop like a series, but basically,                   
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the main difference is that the tried and tested-- well, it's basically we've got a process on the                  

online course. That's the main difference. 

There's a process to follow in order to get improvements and fast improvements. Same for the                

speaking course whereas these tutorials it's a little bit more casual although I do try to offer as                  

much value as possible. Also, it's just audio. With the online course, it's structured. So, you do                 

this then you do this and then you do that then you send in this and we take control of the                     

process. 

Also, there are PDFs in there, there is a error correction sheet, there are a lot of other material                   

that just makes it easier and it takes out all the frustration and it takes out all the lack of structure                     

regarding your preparation. 
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Right. Let's jump into it. IELTS Speaking Part 2. So, let's have a look at an example cue card. It                    

could be something like describe something you liked very much and bought for your home. It                

could be talk about a very difficult task you succeeded in doing as part of your work or your                   

studies. Describe a website that you bought something from. 

Obviously, there's going to be a few different bullet points underneath directing you as to what                

you should include. This might be, for example, describe a website that you have bought               

something from. You should include why you bought it from the website, what specific item you                

bought, and anything interesting or unique about this or how it differs from buying in the shop.                 

So, those bullet points are very important and we're going to get to those in a second. 
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Now, the main point for Part 2 of the speaking exam is that you need to be able to show the                     

examiner you can talk at length on a topic. This is very interesting and the next point is to show                    

the examiner that you can organize and develop related ideas. 

Now, if you are writing powerful paragraphs in Writing Part 2, then it's a similar skill. In the                  

online classes we've been doing, we've been looking at idea development. This is related to this                

because of this, for example, and it's a very similar skill for the speaking. I'm going to get into it                    

in a little bit more detail in a second. 

Now, this is a very good opportunity to demonstrate the range of your vocabulary because you've                

got time to upgrade your vocabulary while you are planning because you're making notes and               

you can review those notes very briefly and say okay, it was a good experience. What could I                  
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change good for? It was an enthralling experience. It was a unique experience. You see? So, this                 

is why it's a good opportunity to demonstrate the range of your vocabulary. 

The examiner is going to hand you a topic card like a cue card and on this, you're going to have                     

the topic and the bullet points as we've said before. You'll also get a piece of paper and a pencil                    

to make your notes and you'll have one minute to plan, all right? Now, you need this minute to                   

think about the topic. You need to brainstorm some ideas, all right? Be aware. Do not write                 

entire sentences. At most, maybe write some phrases. I think the best idea is just to write                 

possibly the phrases, but sort of like the key points. So, this goes back to your ability with the                   

language as well. 
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For example, imagine we get the cue card talk about a book you recently read that you enjoyed.                  

You should say the name of the book, why you read it, what you thought about it, and explain                   

what you enjoyed about reading the book. 

Now, some example notes could be-- for example, imagine that I read the book 12 Rules for Life                  

by Jordan Peterson. I'm going to write down the title. I'm going to write what it's about-- about                  

psychology, philosophy, self-development. I read it because it's got some good reviews. It was              

recommended. It's practical. Its insightful. It's good for self-improvement. It’s good for            

self-reflection, learning, thought-provoking. This is what I mean about the phrases. We jot them              

down, not entire sentences. 

We're also going to use the bullet points as a structure. We're going to follow them. We’re going                  

to try and brainstorm a few different ideas. Now, as I mentioned, in the online course, we go into                   
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this in a little bit more detail and I show you what I mean. We talk about brainstorming. We                   

share a technique that helps you organize your thoughts. So, this is a good example of what's the                  

difference between the tutorials and the online course. 

Now, a rough guide would be 20-25 words, but you don't really want to worry about the word                  

count. If you can write long sentences, perhaps it could be useful, but I would honestly stick just                  

for bullet points and key phrases because if you're writing out long sentences then when you talk                 

about this topic for about two minutes which is what is expected, it's going to sound like you're                  

reading from the paper and that's sounds incredibly boring by the way. 

Now, the examiner is going to ask you to start speaking and then you're going to talk about it for                    

around two minutes. You should get used to what two minutes feels like. Obviously, you can do                 

this by finding some cue cards, setting your timer on your watch, and ideally, you get into the                  
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habit of stopping speaking around two minutes. If you speak for less than a minute, it's going to                  

affect your score. So, it’s ideally between one and two minutes-- I mean ideally two minutes. 

Now, at the end of this, the examiner's going to ask you a few closing questions related to what                   

you said. The whole thing takes about four-- around four minutes roughly speaking. 

Now, why is taking notes important? Well, your talk should be organized. There should be a                

logical flow. It's like a mini presentation. We've got the introduction-- setting the scene so to                

speak-- the main part of the talk which kind of expands on it-- this is our opportunity for details--                   

and then the ending which we've talked about a lot-- not talked about, but I've mentioned where                 

we just close the talk and it's like and that's my small talk about a book I recently read. 

Now, if your talk is not organized, it's going to be difficult for the examiner to follow what                  

you're saying. You're not going to get that high score. This is why the use of frameworks can be                   
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helpful. In the new speaking course that we'll be launching soon and I've briefly mentioned this a                 

few times already, we're looking at frameworks like we've used in the writing and we've had                

some massive success with those. 

We're looking at frameworks; detailed ones which when you follow them they lend this              

coherence which helps you score higher. We're still testing out different frameworks, but we're              

getting some good feedback from the students that are using them. They are passing their exams.                

Very briefly, one of the most basic frameworks is if we're talking about the book, for example.                 

Let me just go back to the cue card. Why you read it. We were talking about a book. One of the                      

cue card says why I read it. 

I read this book because if I remember correctly, it was recommended to me by my best friend                  

Simon. Simon reads a lot of books. However, he rarely recommends them to me. I’m glad he                 
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recommended it to me because I've learned an incredible amount of knowledge especially related              

to psychology. For example, I now know how to motivate somebody whereas before I didn't               

really have any idea. 

There was of a rough framework in that answer and the intelligent ones amongst you which is                 

probably the majority-- I’m hoping it's the majority-- the intelligent ones amongst you will have               

spotted that there were a few advanced constructions. We have the conjunction although and we               

also had some more details in there by giving an example and I also talked about my friend. 

So, I could expand the answer quite easily and also as I said following the framework, there's a                  

clear development there just like we teach with our IELTS Writing Task 2 Jump to Band 7 or It’s                   

Free writing course. 
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So, how can I score more than 6.5? Well, a good portion of the marks awarded for Part 2 is based                     

on coherence and fluency. Obviously, we're talking about a quarter because it's divided up              

equally between those four that I mentioned before. 

Now, what is coherence? Well, it basically means we've got a logical order and the listener can                 

easily follow what you're saying. So, as we've talked about previously, there are usually two               

types of test takers: the one that has an explosion of ideas and the one that is stuck with zero                    

ideas. So, having a framework to follow that kind of forces these coherent answers will help you                 

significantly. 

Fluency is another area that a lot of students struggle with. This is probably the student who is                  

stuck without any ideas or who finds it difficult to get going and who usually runs into the                  

problem of my mind goes blank. If this is you, then what I would recommend is practicing                 
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reading aloud; just reading in front of you and not stopping and getting used to speaking at                 

length. Reading aloud, possibly even recording it as well. 

So, to score a band 7, you need to demonstrate that you can speak at length with ease without                   

losing coherence. So, not only do you have to keep talking but it all has to still maintain                  

structured and coherent. Now, if you're following a framework, then this is much easier to do                

because you're basically just following the structures. 

Now, to get a band 6, you’ll probably be showing-- well, in the criteria it says willing to try to                    

speak at length and sometimes lose coherence and there’s sometimes some repetition and             

sometimes some self-correction or hesitation, you see? 

So, at band 7, we are talking at length with ease without losing any coherence and at band 6,                   

we’re attempting to speak at length, but sometimes we lose coherence. Sometimes they'll be              
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repetition and there'll be some self-correction. So, when you listen to yourself just try and really                

get the difference between those two. Which one are you? 

Now, for part three-- sorry, for part three of this tutorial, not Part 3 of the exam, coherence and                   

fluency are probably one of the easiest parts to improve. It's more of an exam skill possibly than                  

an actual language skill. So, as I said before, we can use the framework and if you're in a bit of                     

a-- if you don't have time to focus on your language skills, then the course would be good for                   

you and it's probably more effective for you to focus on coherency, fluency, and note-making               

skills rather than on the possible language skills. 

If you’re still stuck at 6.5, then you need to take it to the next level and focus on grammar,                    

vocabulary, and pronunciation. Those are areas you definitely need to get a grip on. You need to                 

get comfortable with those and start improving those areas if you're looking for a 7 or higher. 
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Now, making notes definitely helps. As, we've said, you don't have to cover every single note                

that you make, but this will definitely help you with your structure if you've got your notes. And                  

I know sometimes when we’re brainstorming ideas that our ideas don't usually come in a logical                

way. That's fine. 

In the course, for example, what we do is teach the students-- teach you to number. So, you                  

brainstorm your ideas and then you number of them to make sure that you're going to progress                 

through them in a coherent manner, to make sure that we're going to pick up points for                 

coherence. 

Right then, remember as well we've got these pauses. We can use pauses to help us collect our                  

thoughts, all right? Also, when we're reading from our notes or when we're reviewing our notes,                
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it'll help you keep focused and it'll help you talk about the relevant points that you want to                  

include. 

Right then, how do we make these notes? Well, as we said, go through it methodically looking at                  

the bullet points and just brainstorm ideas. Think of key vocabulary, interesting facts. If phrases               

and collocations come to mind, jot those down as well. Details, examples and also as I said                 

before, this is a very appropriate time to upgrade some of those phrases and upgrade some of the                  

vocabulary there. 

Words to upgrade, as I’ve said before, are good, bad, be, do; these kinds of words which are                  

basic. Also, nice is a word that I hate. It's just too bland. There's always a richer alternative in the                    

English language. Now, we definitely do not memorize our answers. We can write them out. We                

can practice speaking them aloud. 
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It's also a good idea just to go through a collection of cue cards that have been used in recent                    

exams and in previous exams. Go through this whole list and start writing out sample answers                

for them. Practice the whole process. Get the cue card, make a few bullet points, I guess you                  

could even talk into your phone and get it transcribed or you could just record into your phone                  

and listen afterwards and then transcribe it into the Google Doc and just see what corrections are                 

necessary. 

There are lots of different ways to practice. That's not the focus of this tutorial. I just wanted to                   

focus mainly on Speaking Part 2. Now, if you are struggling, as you know, there's the online                 

course that is available. It takes a more structured process from beginning to end to make sure                 

you're supremely prepared. 
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We're also working on giving feedback for the students in that course just to make sure that they                  

improve faster because we've seen some amazing results with the writing course when we offer               

feedback on that. We're just struggling with the mechanics at the moment like how do we                

organize it and things like that, but were on it. 

If you're struggling, remember you're not alone. You've got us here at IELTS Podcast. You can                

shoot us an email and we can give you some guidance. Likewise, when you're working through                

the course, if you've got some problems there, just send us an email and we can give you some                   

detailed feedback. 

Just remember keep moving with this. Take charge of your own preparation. You don't need to                

go to a test center. You don't need to spend a lot of money and go to England or Australia or                     
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wherever or go to these specialist test centers. You need some decent, quality proven,              

battle-tested teachers. Too many test centers they'll hire any native English speaker. 

Any native English speaker and then they'll say okay take this book and teach IELTS.               

Tomorrow, you're going to teach this over-60 class and then on Friday, you're going to teach the                 

under six-year-olds. It's like what! That kind of teacher can't get you anywhere. The only thing                

they can do is help you with your language. 

Our tutors have been there and all they do is just focus on the writing and the speaking. That's all                    

they do is focus on students with IELTS speaking problems and students with IELTS writing               

problems day in day out for years and that's all I've been focusing on recently-- not recently, for                  

the last four or five years at least anyway and this is why we can get better results. 
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Anyway, it's time for me to go. Keep working. Make the most of your time. Keep moving                 

forward and take care. 

[Music] 

Female Voice: Thanks for listening to ieltspodcast.com 

Attachments area 
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